A common approach to evaluate entropy in quantum systems is to solve a master-Bloch equation to determine density matrix and substitute it in entropy definition. However, this method has been recently understood to lack many energy correlators. The new correlators make entropy evaluation to be different from the substitution method described above. The reason for such complexity lies in the nonlinearity of entropy. In this paper we present a pedagogical approach to evaluate the new correlators and explain their contribution in the analysis. We show that the inherent nonlinearity in entropy makes the second law of thermodynamics to carry new terms associated to the new correlators. Our results show important new remarks on quantum black holes. Our formalism reveals that the notion of degeneracy of states at the event horizon makes an indispensable deviation from black hole entropy in the leading order.
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One of the most challenging problems in quantum physics is to fundamentally identify the statistical behaviours of information quantities. One of the central quantities in modern condensed matter is entropy, a nonlinear operator in density matrixρ, i.e. S = −Trρ lnρ. One can consider the unitary evolution of a closed quantum system and this indicates the quantity is a conserved measure, [1] . We can ask that what we will observe if we have access only to a small part of the closed system. Information which is initially encoded locally in an out-ofequilibrium state, as the system evolves in time, becomes encoded non-locally and less visible to an observer confined to the subsystem. Therefore one can assume there is flow of information out of the subsystem. From technical perspective an easier problem to solve is the special case of an open quantum system coupled to a large environment, [2] . The evolution of an open system using a Bloch-master equation and one can study evolution toward thermal equilibrium without explicit reference to the environment.
Quantum information (Shannon) theory can help us understand why the state of an open system might be expected to come close to the thermal Gibbs state. The free energy of the open system with density matrix ρ is defined as F (ρ) = E(ρ) − S(ρ)/kT where E(ρ) denotes the expectation value of the Hamiltonian in the Gibbs states. An open system in contact with a thermal reservoir will prefer the Gibbs state if it wishes to minimize its free energy. The second law of thermodynamics implies that the Gibbs state has the lowest possible free energy. Expressing the free energy F (ρ β ) of the Gibbs state as F (ρ β ) = −β −1 ln(Tre −βH ) indicates how the second law can be related to the flow of relative entropy of ρ and ρ β : S(ρ||ρ β ) = Tr(ρ ln ρ)−Tr(ρ ln ρ β ) = β(F (ρ)−F (ρ β )) ≥ 0, [3] .
In quantum systems there are two major troubles with entropy: 1) its consistent evaluation, and 2) its measurement using physical quantities. The first problem goes back in its nonlinearity in density matrix. Entropy is commonly evaluated in open quantum systems using the following substitution method: 1) solving the nonunitary quantum evolution equation of open quantum system to determine its reduced density matrixρ r (t) at arbitrary time t, and 2) substitutingρ r (t) in the definition of entropy S = −Trρ r lnρ r .
Recently it was understood that the quantization of this quantity due to its nonlinearity is much more cumbersome such that using the substitution method gives rise to incomplete evaluation [4] . Following this study we noticed the existence of a large class of energy relaxations between open quantum system and its surrounding environment. [5] This can be more clarified when we represent entropy in terms of the Renyi entropies S M = Tr r {ρ r } M in the limit of S = − lim M →1 dS M /dM . For Gibbs states at temperature T the Renyi entropies correspond to the difference of free energies at two temperatures, i.e., ln S M = F (T ) − F (T /M ), [6] . We developed a formalism to evaluate the time evolution of (ρ r )
M based on the Keldysh technique [7] . Our formulation shows that the consistent evaluation of entropy in open quantum system must take place using the following steps [8] :
1. computing the time evolution of the operator (ρ r ) M using an extended Keldysh formalism in multiple parallel worlds [9] , then 2. substituting the solution in the definition of Renyi entropy, and finally 3. analytical continuing the result to the limit of M → 1.
The entropy evaluated following these steps has two parts: incoherent and coherent, [5] . The incoherent part is equivalent to the heat dissipation in the form that is familiar to everyone through the second law of thermodynamics. The coherent part of the entropy flow is absent in the evaluation of entropy using substitution method and we showed it exist in nonlinear measures of density matrix where more than one density matrix to describe the interaction between system and environment. This new part simply describes how a photon created as a result of contact between system and environment in a copy of density matrix can be annihilated not in that The energy levels |0, 1 are resonantly coupled to a large environment. Each box denotes a copy of density matrix and the directed lines in between are the direction of exchanging information between density matrix copies. a) Incoherent flow, a qubit copy relaxes a photon to the environment and takes it back from environment. b) Coherent flow, the right qubit copy relaxes a photon to the environment and the photon after passively unchanging the upper copy of density matrix is returned to the leftmost copy of the density matrix. density matrix but in another copy. Fig. (1 a and b) schematically the incoherent and coherent flows of Renyi entropy of degree M = 4 between a two level system (say a qubit) and its surrounding environment, respectively. The four copies of the qubit density matrix are indicated in boxes and placed in contact with a large environment. Given that standard (single-world) correlator in equilibrium heat bath is proportional to the dynamical susceptibility using the so-called KMS (Kubo-Martin-Schwinger) relation [10] , the multiple-world exchanges in the entropy flow between open quantum system and its environment take place using a new type of correlators, namely generalized KMS correlators [5] .
The second problem with entropy in quantum system. This quantity cannot be evaluated from immediate measurements, as its evaluation requires reinitialization of the density matrix between many successive measurements in a probe environment. The direct measurements of density matrix for a probe environment requires characterization of reduced density matrix of an infinite system, which is a rather nontrivial procedure and needs the complete and precise reinitialization of the initial density matrix. An alternative approach to measure and control entropy exchange in open quantum systems is to find possible relation between entropy flow and measurable physical quantities. Recently we proved in Ref. [11] that there is such an exact correspondence in the weak coupling limit. This makes possible to measure the new type of heat dissipation through coherent flows. Similar relation has been worked out in electronic charge transfer by Levitov and Klich in Ref. [12] .
In this paper, we take pedagogical steps to evaluate the flow of entropy in a simple quantum heat engine made of a two level quantum system in contact with heat reservoirs. For this aim we take the most simple atom-light interaction model. We will explicitly derive the generalized KMS correlators and using them we evaluate the consistent von Neumann entropy flow. Our result shows that steady state quantum coherences (i.e. off-diagonal elements of density matrix) in the second order perturbation theory influences the second law. Finally we discuss an application in quantum gravity and show how the new correlators modifies the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy of black holes.
I. THE MODEL
Our aim in this section is to take pedagogical steps to evaluate the Renyi entropy flow in the quantum heat engine that contains the simplest heat bath using the extended Keldysh formalism [9] . Although the abstract form of the entropy flow in a generic system can be found elsewhere [5, 8, 11] , however the explicit form of entropy flow between a qubit and environment provide an opportunity to expect novel quantum phenomena emerging in quantum computation. This model will also motive a curious reader to study other types of baths and electron reservoirs.
The Hamiltonian is H = H 0 + V with non-interacting qubit and photon reservoir part H 0 ,
withb q (b † q ) being annihilation (creation) photon operator with momentum q in the reservoir.
The qubit is externally driven for example in cavity of fundamental frequency ω ≈ ω Q = (E 1 − E 0 )/ . The interaction Hamiltonian iŝ (2) with the complex coupling energy c q .
We assume adiabatic switching of the perturbation such that far in the past t → −∞ the coupling is absent, and the density matrix is the direct product of subsystems. The coupling slowly grows achieving actual values at a long time in the past of present time t. The time evolution of density matrix ρ xy in the quantum system formally takes place aŝ
with T (T ) being (anti-) time ordering operator. Using standard Keldysh formalism one can expand the operator in terms ofb q andb † q operators in all orders; this sets the time ordering along the Keldysh contour that assumes opposite timing for bra and ket state evolutions. From the perturbative expansion in the second order of density matrix, one can see the density matrix of quantum system can be expressed using the correlator S(τ ) = (Tr QV (t))(Tr QV (t + τ )) being a photon exchange correlator and · · · denotes trace over photon states resummed over all such states, see Appendix A for details. The integral for thermally equilibrium baths can be simplified to ∞ 0 S(τ ) exp(iωτ )dτ = (1/2)S (ω)+iΠ (ω) with the Fourier transform of the correlator S and Π defined as follows:
The correlator S(ω) in thermally equilibrium heat baths is proportional to dynamical susceptibility of heat bath according to the Kubo-Martin-Schwinger (KMS) relation. Dynamical susceptibility in defined as χ (ω) = (−i/ )
The KMS relation is S = nχ withχ = (χ − χ * )/i and n = 1/(exp(E/k B T ) − 1) being the Bose distribution function.
Evaluating Rényi entropies requires time evolution of integer powers of density matrix. Consider a closed system with total-namely world -density matrix ρ made of two interacting subunits A and B. The reduced density matrix for system A is ρ A = Tr B ρ. The Renyi entropy of degree M for the system A is defined as ln S /dt = 0; however for interacting heat baths in thermal equilibria, a steady flow of entropy is expected from one heat bath to another one. This is similar to the steady flow of charge in an electronic junction that connects two leads kept at different chemical potentials [13] . Defining the Renyi entropy flow in A as −d ln S M )/dt = 0 and equality holds only approximately, subject to volume dependent terms. [14] For the evaluation of entropy flow −d ln S M /dt in the second order perturbation we need to compute dρ M /dt. Considering the initial value ρ 0 of the density matrix ρ(t) = ρ 0 + ρ (1) (t) + O(2) with the first order ρ (1) (t) = −i t 0
dt [H(t ), ρ(t)] and dρ(t)/dt = δ
(1) (t)+δ (2) (t)+O (3) with the first order δ (1) (t) = −i[H(t), ρ(t)]. The flow of nonlinear measure can be expanded as follows:
. Using these perturbative theory one can conclude that
where the first line in Eq. (6) represent single-world photon exchanges and the remaining are the exchange of photon between different worlds. Computing the flow of Renyi entropy can take place using a diagrammatic representation of Eq. (6). We extended standard Keldysh formalism in the time interval (−∞, t] in [9, 11] , where we diagrammatically draw M parallel worlds (each of which made of bra and ketcontours of a closed world). We used the term multiple parallel world for our formalism due to the specific preference in representing the worlds in parallel configuration. However, what is the most important concept in the diagrammatically representing the worlds is that the worlds can either passively transfer photons coming from one worlds into another one, or they can actively exchange the energy between different subsystems. We choose a circular representation for the keldysh contours in multiple worlds. This, although provide identical results but, turns out to be rather helpful in computing other nonlinear measures such as conditional and relative entropies. In Fig. (2) we perform the evaluation on a modified diagram that instead of drawing M worlds in parallel, we draw them on the radius of a circle. The circle perimeter denote time at −∞ and the present time is at the center. As a contour moves toward the center the state it carries evolves forward in time. Each contour is a double line, the internal one (red) for the evolution of A and the outer (grey) line for B. Figure ( 3 /dt, respectively. Notice that since these diagrams compute the flow of entropy in system B, the out (grey) contours encompass all worlds.
Let us consider A being a thermal heat bath at temperature T = 1/k B β with diagonal density matrix on the eigenmodes |{n i } ≡ |n 1 , · · · , n q , · · · with probability P ({n i }) = i p (n i ω i ) with p (n i ω i ) = exp (−β ω i n i ) /Z (ω i ) and Z(ω i ) being the partition function of mode ω i . Consider the creation operator of a photonb † q to take place somewhere on the contour that encompasses all worlds. This changes the state of heat bath as long as the created photon is not annihilated. The annihilationb q occurs after the photon kinematically passes through N worlds. The generalized correlator turn out to have the following form
with a typical internal correlator that by substituting the explicit density matrix of heat bath can be simplified to
Using the definition ofV in Eq. (2) and the generalized correlator becomes
which satisfies the following 'generalized detailed balance' relation between absoption and emission:
One can also show that these correlators satisfy a 'generalized KMS relation' with the bath dynamical susceptibilityχ against perturbation,
Similar to the what mentioned above, see the paragraph after Eq. (3), time evolution of the operator ρ(t) M between (−∞, t] can be determined through the evaluation of
. Detailed analysis of evaluating these new correlators and the dynamical susceptibility can be found in Appendices (A) and (B).
We implement the extended Keldysh formalism for the analysis of Renyi entropy flow, defined as F M = −d ln S M /dt. Detailed analysis following Eq. (6) and using the generalized KMS relation will result the following total flow of Renyi entropy:
and the emission rate Γ ↓ = (n(ω Q ) + 1)χ and absorption rate Γ ↑ =n(ω Q )χ. In Eq. (11) there are two types of flows contributing: (i) the incoherent flow E , for quantum leaps on energy levels, and (ii) the coherent flow Q (c) for the exchange of energy through the quantum coherence.
Consequently, the consistent von Neumann entropy flow F S in an open quantum system does not follow the textbook formulation dS/dt = E /T , instead our consistent formalism turn out to have the following structure
We show that in a resonantly driven qubit coupled to environment the von Neumann entropy is not directly related to the decoherence of qubit in the way that textbook second law of thermodynamics suggests. Instead, there is a non-trivial part of information flow between qubit and environment that can be represented, which here we called it the coherent flow of entropy and this amount should be subtracted from the flow caused by energy dissipation.
II. REMARKS ON BLACK HOLE ENTROPY
The second law of thermodynamics admits that black holes have finite entropy flow [15] . Following the idea Bekenstein conjectured [16] that the black hole entropy was proportional to the area of its event horizon divided by the Planck area. The idea is that a black hole event horizon is made of N number of discrete area patches. Each patch of area a o may carry minimal information of 2 states. The event horizon of area A = N a o will carry the total number of 2 N configurations and therefore carries the entropy S ∼ ln 2 N = kA with k being ln 2/a o . Semiclassical quantization analysis predicts a discrete area for rotating uncharged holes, charged holes, Kerr and extremal Kerr holes, and some others, (for the list of references see [17] and references therein). Loop quantum gravity also supports the discreteness on any surface [18] . Because the area of a black hole surface is proportional to energy in a black hole, the black hole mass is likely to be quantized as well, although the quantization has not be justified independently.
Black hole mass decreases when it radiates; therefore its quantum of mass decreases by a finite value after one emission, similar to the way atoms decay. We showed that the complete spectrum of area carries an inherent degeneracy that scales power law with the eigenvalue of area [19] . This degeneracy leads to a visible quantum effect in the spectroscopy of radiation from a quantum black hole [20] . In a different approach, based on isolated horizon theory, a similar-yet-of-different-nature degeneracy was associated to the horizon area states [21] . These two pictures provides a deeper mathematics for the above-mentioned entry of black holes from counting its microscopic states.
In counting the microscopic states of a black hole even horizon, it is non-trivially assumed that the off-diagonal elements of density matrix for each patch of area is zero. However, this assumption has not a strong basis as the quantum evolution of black hole states is unknown. In fact resonantly driving a two level system coupled to environment leads to double degenerate quantum states coupled to environment. We take an advantage from the analogy and consider a simple model of black hole that carries a steady quantum coherence.
The second law of thermodynamics on black holes between black hole mass M and its even horizon area A, i.e. A = 16πM
2 , provides a link between the flow of black hole mass δM and the flow of its event horizon area δA in the following form δM = (1/32πM )δA. We can consider that the area δA carries degeneracy. The energy corresponding to δM is exchanged between the hole and its environment. Therefore the simple model described above is applicable as a simple model for quantizing black holes. According to the laws on black hole:
By substituting Eq. (14) in Eq. (15) and given the relation between energy transfer and mass change dM = dE and the black hole temperature T = 1/8πkM , one concludes that
In the simple case of assuming the exchanged energy is ω o = δM the relation is simplified to dS/dt = (1/4)(1 − 2|ρ 01 | 2 )dA/dt. This is crucially important result. In all previous works on black hole physics it was claimed that the only correction to the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy is in a log-term correction. However, our consistent evaluation of entropy that takes care of the nonlinearity of entropy clearly indicates that the presence of quantum coherent flow of entropy in the leading term that can make the total entropy flow prefactor 1 − 2|ρ 01 | 2 much less than one. Contemplating on this new result helps to further understand the seemingly information paradox in black holes.
III. SUMMARY
We calculated the Renyi entropy flow of bath-system entanglement in an open quantum system. To achieve a full dynamical quantization of entropy we use the extended Keldysh formalism in multiple ordered worlds. Our exact calculation shows that quantum coherence directly influences the flow of von Neumann and Renyi entropies. We also discussed how this result can lead to deviation form the second law of thermodynamics. As a simple application we recalculated the black hole von Neumann entropy as a result of the presence of degenerate area eigen states on the even horizon. We show that our consistent formulation of von Neumann entropy explicitly show that the entropy of a quantum black hole does not satisfy the Bekenstein-Hawking law.
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